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OUR GOAL

The vision for Project Loop for Families is to

provide personalized support and creative

learning opportunities to students to enrich

their home learning experience while meeting

their individual areas of strength and need .

Services are customizable for each family .

OUR PROFILE

Project Loop , founded in 2019 , provides a

personalized loop of services to accelerate

innovation , vision , and strategies for using

digital tools to meet the individual needs of

leaders , teachers , and families . 

Leading innovative ideas and teams has been

the hallmark of Catherine 's career in

education . From her first position digitizing

children ’s books in 1995 , she has continued to

engage in leading edge efforts focused on

improving outcomes for students , adults , and

organizations .  She brings a background as a

school administrator and district leader , across

multiple states , including executive leadership

in a large urban school district .



L E A R N I N G  P H I L O S O P H Y

Project-based/challenge-based learning allows for students to

gain knowledge and skills by working to investigate and respond

to authentic , engaging , and complex questions , problems , or

challenges . At the end of each unit , students demonstrate their

knowledge and skills by creating a product or presentation for

their respective families .

Project Loop believes in designing technology-rich learning

experiences that empower student voice and ensure that

learning is a student-driven process . Units are personalized for

each student 's strengths , needs , skills and interests . Rather than

a one-size-fits-all approach , each student 's units of study are

designed to support his/her individual needs and allow for

students to learn at the pace and in the way in which that child

best learns . Students may demonstrate their understanding via

his/her preferred modality such as writing , speaking , building ,

acting , or drawing .

Developing students with future ready skills will help prepare

them to thrive in a constantly evolving technological landscape .

Students leverage technology-rich lessons to construct

knowledge , communicate effectively , and demonstrate learning

through creative artifacts focusing on the 4 C 's of 21st century

learning : critical thinking , creativity , collaboration , and

communication . 

COMMITMENT
Project Loop for Families is designed to create meaningful

experiences for students and their loved ones while building a

strong foundation for their future endeavors .

WWW .CATHERINEPOLING .COM

WWW .PROJECT-LOOP .COM


